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Thank you Earth
For allowing me to cycle my heart out

Year after year
All over your beautiful body,

For allowing me to heal my soul
One heart route at a time





Your wheels are your paint
The world is your canvas
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About The Book

Owned by fear, a stranger in my own skin, I longed for a
vacation from my mind and a mute button on my sensitivity. I’d
spent so much of my life searching for love, that I’d lost sight of
my precious inner world, which had been crumbling the whole
time.

Rare moments of peace were found between paint strokes in
my sketchbook and riding solo in nature.

“Cycle your heart out around the world”
My soul whispered one autumn afternoon,
“Your wheels can be your paint, the world can be your canvas,
and the shape can be… a heart.”

So I did,

Barcelona, Rio, Amsterdam, Copenhagen … I travelled the
globe creating heart-shaped bicycle routes. A mindful journey
that gave me the freedom to unleash my creativity, and set the
wheels in motion on my path to inner peace.

Each heart route led me to dig deeper into my soul and discover
more about my true self. It was during these quiet blissful
moments that my heart would speak to me, enabling me to
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discover that the love I’d been searching for had been inside me
all along.

Heartful cycling had been my meditation, and my high sensi-
tivity was in fact my superpower.

I created this book with love, hoping to inspire you to live life
more mindfully on top of two wheels, so that you too can travel
inward, and follow your heart. Divided into six parts, each
chapter takes you on an intimate, poetic ride from fear to inner
peace.

I’m glad you found me, and look forward to you joining me on
this heartful journey home.
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I

Fear

“Well, I hope that if you are out there and read this
and know that, yes, it’s true I’m here, and I’m just as

strange as you.”

- Frida Kahlo





The Blank Canvas

Months have passed
Its pristine white stares right back at me

The painting remains in my head
My brushes are dry
My paint jars are full

Too fearful to start
To make a mistake

To dip the first brush
My vision a blur

I simply sit and stare
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Wishes

I used to dream I was a superhero
And my power?

Invisibility
I could go and come as I please
Without a single bit of hassle

Invisibility
I could walk into a room

And no one would know I was there

I used to dream it
Now I have it

I wish I’d dreamt more carefully
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Empath Addict

Your pain was my own
Helping was all I knew
I spent all my energy

Day after day
Month after month

Using every bit of my soul to make your eyes smile

Like mine once did
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Over?

It’s over, I’m leaving
Yet your eyes keep me here

What if we try harder
Speak more, argue less…

It’s over, you won’t change
Yet your tears put my bag down

Let’s talk about our options
Let’s try one more time…

It’s over, you can’t stop me
I’m leaving the house

Yet my memories turn me around
The misery feels too safe
The sadness is my home…

It’s over, I’m leaving
Yet your love keeps me captive

My hope keeps me frozen
My dreams keep me wishing
That one day you will change

It’s over… I’m not leaving
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Lost

I say yes when I mean no
I say I’m ok when I’m not

I follow plans when I want to hide
I smile when I want to cry

I spend time with others when I crave to be alone
I keep it inside when I know it should be shared

Then, when I’m finally alone
I want to be with others
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Toxic Dating

Harsh criticism, disguised as ‘constructive’
Humiliation masked under jokes

Broken promises
‘Accidental’ forgetting

Not stopping at just words

Eyes unable to meet yours
Sulking, sighing, mimicking

Engulfing you in guilt
While they play the victim
And before you can speak

They reply
‘Forget it’

You are not crazy
It’s not all in your head

And there is nothing wrong with you

This is not love
Regardless of how attractive it may be packaged
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Thoughts

Invisible
Misunderstood

Lonely

All thoughts
Entirely in my head

Pure fiction
Pure lies

Visible
Understood

Loved

But blind to it all
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Sweet 17

Have you ever despised yourself so much that you wish you
could shed the very body you were given?

A vision of yourself so distorted that even the mirror
doesn’t recognise you?

Our minds can be so powerful.
How we can convince ourselves that we are the least worthy

thing on the planet.

And why?
Because of a bunch of agreements made up

entirely in our heads.
Agreements so seductive that reality and the truth are

obliterated beyond recognition.
That was me, 2001, age seventeen.

It took me until my early thirties to revisit those journals.
What upset me most was seeing the way I still carried those

distorted views, like unwanted luggage from my teens,
making it impossible to fully accept and care for myself.

This lack of awareness leads to a routine set of stories
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SWEET 17

we whisper to ourselves, over and over again,
without stopping to assess the bullshit we are force-feeding

our souls.

Until one day, when we rip each agreement from our mind,
and write a brand new story.
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Unpromising

Thank you for your promises
The ones you always broke

Thank you for your hugs
The ones you rarely gave

Thank you for our meals
The ones you hardly made

Thank you for your love
The love I never felt

Thank you for waking me
From this continued lie

Thank you for breaking me
So I could finally walk away

Thank you for being you
So I could finally be me
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Dear Younger Self

Stop searching
Chasing
Guessing

You’re not a detective
You’re not meant to fix people

Stop blaming
Doubting
Hating

You are enough
You don’t need mending

Start accepting
Embracing

Loving

Remove all that darkens your vision
And learn to see the light

Dear younger self
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CYCLE YOUR HEART OUT
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II

Change

“Why are you knocking at every other door? Go,
knock at the door of your own heart.”

- Rumi



About the Author

Sarah Bayaidah is a heartful cyclist, poet and artist from
England. After sketching her cycling adventures around
Indonesia and Australia, she returned to the UK with a new
found sense of clarity in life. In 2011 she created ‘Cycle Your
Heart Out’ to inspire people to follow their hearts, and has been
painting heart shaped bicycle routes around the world ever
since. Having journalled since she was young enough to hold a
pen, she often calls herself an ‘accidental poet’ after realising
that many of her scribbles were in fact poems.

When she’s not cycling she enjoys spending time in nature with
her partner and dog, and sketching her heart out to keep her
mindful and grateful. She hopes her poems will create a ripple
effect of heart routes, for a more heartful loving world.

Visit her website below to see all her heart routes, plus tips on
how to create your own route.

www.cycleyourheartout.com
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